Guest Teacher/Substitute Teacher

Our schools need extra support and our Guest Teachers are essential to ensuring our students and schools have the supports they need to provide a safe learning environment. For the 2022-23 School Year, all Guest Teachers/Daily Substitutes will receive incentive pay based on the hours they work – the more you work, the more you earn.

- Increase of $4.13 hourly/$33 per day incentive for our daily substitute teachers with substitute authorizations, $8.48 hourly/$67.84 per day incentive for our licensed retired teacher, and $1.91 hour/$15.28 per day incentive for our Long Term Subs.
- This equates to an $20 per hour/$160 per full day for daily subs with sub authorizations and $25 per hour/$200 per day for licensed daily teachers for the 2022-23 School Year.